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733 Lily Lake Road, Oceanville, NJ, 08231
(609) 652-8848

NEW Hours:
Monday through Saturday 10:00 AM to 4:30 PM,

Extended hours Thursdays until 8:00 PM 
Sunday noon to 5:00 PM 

Art At Night
Click here for a list of our 
Thursday night events. 

The Noyes Gallery at Hammonton
5 Second Street, Hammonton, NJ, 08037

(609) 561-8006

Hammonton Hours:
Monday: 10:00 am - 5:00 pm
Tuesday: 10:00 am - 5:00 pm

Wednesday: 10:00 am - 5:00 pm
Thursday: 1:00 - 8:00 pm

Friday: 1:00 - 8:00 pm
Saturday: 10:00 am - 5:00 pm

Map & Directions 

Follow us on:

 
Facebook  Twitter  Blogspot  Mailing List

 

Home  About  Exhibitions & Collections  Visitors  Events & Classes  Hammonton  Online Store  Get Involved  Tours  Press Room  Links

 

Katherine Stanek & Julia Levitina: 
Of Myths, Metal & Mortar

January 13 - April 22, 2012

Katherine Stanek and Julia Levitina present representational works with a
unique freshness. Levitina sculpts figures and animals in terracotta and
bronze, with fine craftsmanship and sensitivity.  Stanek’s work utilizes an
innovative use of materials, a combination of cements, aggregates and
pigments. In her unique process she uses destruction as a vehicle for
creation. Each artist establishes a deep connection to her work as it goes
through all the foundry processes. Stanek and Levitina each sculpt, cast
and finish their own work, ensuring a very personal quality to each
sculpture.

 

George Nick: The Edge of the Road

January 20 - May 27, 2012

George Nick is one of the most respected contemporary realist painters
working today. Painting the real world of man-made objects and
structures, Nick presents his masterful paintings thick with paint. Intense
study of form and color translate information from the real world into his
own painterly response.  George Nick’s work is included in the collections
of the Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York; the Museum of Fine Arts,
Boston; the Hirschhorn Museum.

 

Lance Balderson: Abstractions

January 27 – May 13, 2012

Painter and teacher Lance Balderson  presents moods of nature
interpreted through abstraction. Strong geometric and rhythmic
compositions are infused in  Balderson’s  layered paintings. 

 

Alice: Into the Looking Glass

February 3 – May 20, 2012

A diverse selection of works range from illustrations based closely on
Carroll’s text, to works which allude more subtly to the original story,
offering new and sometimes challenging interpretations. Imagery relates
to the multitude of themes found in Carroll’s stories. Conflict, identity,
fear, language and perception are expressed in 2 and 3 dimensional
works.

 

Video Selects 
New to The Noyes Museum are two new exhibitions in digital arts.

Natalie McKeever

February 3-  April 4, 2012

ruins

A frame of the artist's 8mm family film, by chance, catches in the projector as it is being played, and begins to
burn.  The image of her maternal Grandfather is suspended in time as the expanding, luminescent circle is
digitally manipulated to loop back and forth continuously.  The sound of the projector is slowed down to an
echoing repetition. The resulting short loop recalls an otherworldly heartbeat and the deteriorating aesthetics of
memory.
Single String 
The video is a journey inside a neuron of memory, visualized through the digitally altered 8mm family film of the
artist.  A symmetrical pathway of kaleidoscopic imagery abstracts the memories into extended moments and
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vibrant colors. The retro science fiction sound uses manipulated audio of transit to illustrate the movement
through these memories.

 

Upcoming Exhibitions

Coming Soon!

YAG Gallery

Young-at-Art Gallery (YAG) displays art work created at schools or community organizations.
This is a free service to the community. The exhibits change monthly.

February 2012: Egg Harbor Township High School: Grades 9 - 12
Art Teachers: Jane Gandenberger: Art, Donna Clark: Art & Calligraphy, Jason Elia: Ceramics, 
Debby Nealy: Art, Rachael Powell: Ceramics, Sharon Reustle: Calligraphy

March 2012: Youth Art Month - Organizers: Kathy Nichols & Lisa Confora

April 2012: Eugene A. Tighe Middle school - Teacher: Margo Juliano

May 2012: AtlantiCare Preschools - Organizer: Karen Jackson

June 2012: Cape Educational COMPACT - Teachers: Kristin Cruse & Kristin Stech

CLICK HERE
to find out about opportunities for young artists! 

Patterns and Peculiarities: Senior Thesis Exhibition by Brenda Kele

January 19 - March 13, 2012
Opening Reception: Thursday, January 19, 6:00-8:00 pm All ages
All ages
The Noyes Gallery will be presenting a graduating artist from Rowan
University, Brenda Kele in the exhibit: Patterns and Peculiarities. The
concepts for her current ceramic and photographic work stem from
patterns in nature that not only reference apparent visual patterns, but
also symbolize occurrences or tendencies in nature. Her photography is
done using a liquid emulsion process known as Liquid Light; and her 
ceramics are sculptural in nature.  

Visit our Hammonton page for more information.
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Current Exhibition

Marie Natale
Reflections of a Time and Place 
October 6, 2011 - March 13, 2012

Time and place come alive in Marie Natale’s stunning watercolor paintings.
Capturing  the beauty and nostalgia of  locations in southern New Jersey,
Natale creates light-filled images of Victorian homes, rustic boating shacks
and coastal landscapes, and the classic Seaview Hotel.
Natale started painting at the age of twelve encouraged by a teacher who
recognized her early potential. She developed her talent through high school
and continued her studies at Rowan University. 
Natale currently teaches watercolor in her home studio, the Ocean City Art
Center, and at community centers and art guilds throughout the East Coast
and abroad.  Sharing knowledge of art theory and design as well as techniques in this exciting medium brings
Marie full circle to her early training with a Master Degree in Art Education.  
A signature member of both NJWCS and Philadelphia WCS, Board member of NJWCS, Marie Natale is an award
winning and highly recognized artist who in committed sharing with others the joy that art has brought into her
life.

Click here for Seaview's website
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